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May 7, 2015. FSX: Ben Gurion & Tel Aviv.Q: JQuery - AJAX: How to
fire the OnSuccess event if the function returns false For example.
I have a function that is called through AJAX, the function returns

false and I want to fire an event (OnSuccess), how can I do it?
function Test() { return false; } function OnSuccess(result) {

alert('success'); } $('#Button').click(function() { $.ajax({
url:'script.php', type: 'POST', data: data, success: Test }); // event
firing? return false; }); A: AFAIK, you can't fire an event when the

function returns false. You will need a callback function to execute
after the data is returned. function test() { return false; } function

OnSuccess(result, data, status) { if(status === 'error') {
alert('there was an error'); } else if(result) { alert('success'); } }
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$('#Button').click(function() { $.ajax({ url:'script.php', type:
'POST', data: data, success: test }); return false; }); Q: Javascript
run function when href link is clicked on I have set up a website,
that has a breadcrumb at the top. The following is the HTML for

the breadcrumb:
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